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The Saggy Baggy Elephant Little Golden Book
This poetic book illustrates how even the tiniest things that we might take for granted, like the “jewels on the insect’s
back,” are part of God’s great plan. A comforting, gentle introduction to the concept of God, it is one of the most
beautifully written and illustrated books on the Golden list.
Unable to make the normal trumpet blast, little Ellison gets teased by the other elephants, until his imaginary friend
Weasel helps him find his own unique voice; includes a read-along disc.
The Saggy Baggy ElephantGolden Books
After a parrot makes fun of Sooki’s big ears, long nose, and wrinkled skin, the “saggy baggy” elephant isn’t too sure of
himself. But once he meets some beautiful creatures who look just like him, Sooki celebrates with a joyful “one-two-threekick.” For over 50 years, parents and children have treasured this tale, with gorgeous art by Gustaf Tenggren, the
illustrator of The Poky Little Puppy.
Three anxious goats scramble to avoid being eaten by the legendary chupacabra, whose favorite food is not what they
expect.
One beautiful day, a shy little kitten embarks on a journey filled with adventure! In the course of her wanderings, she
meets an interesting and often amusing collection of fellow creatures. The Shy Little Kitten, with illustrations by the
renowned Gustaf Tenggren.
Little Elephant finally makes some friends, but he has trouble playing with them because of his size.
Follows a baby elephant and its mother as they eat, play, and rest on the savannah. On board pages.
Once there was a tawny scrawny lion who chased monkeys on Monday—kangaroos on Tuesday—zebras on Wednesday—bears on
Thursday—camels on Friday—and on Saturday, elephants! So begins the funny, classic Golden story of a family of ten fat rabbits that teaches
the hungry lion to eat carrot stew—so that he doesn’t eat them!
A lion asks his animal friends to help him remove a thorn from his paw, but a tiny little mouse is the only one who takes the time to help his
friend.
ONE OF THE most-requested Little Golden Books is back in print! Millions of baby boomers remember little Dan, who stops crying over a
scratch as soon as Mother puts a bandage on it. Soon the dolls and teddy bears in Dan’s house are wearing bandages, too. This charming
story from the 1950s was so popular that it’s now featured in the Smithsonian’s permanent collection.
A rerelease of a long out-of-print Little Golden Book classic from 1960 features an endearing sequence of babies who discover the sources of
various sounds in their homes, from the jingle of Mommy's keys to the buzzing of Daddy's razor.
The classic Little Golden Book is now available as a Read & Listen ebook! After a parrot makes fun of Sooki’s big ears, long nose, and
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wrinkled skin, the “saggy baggy” elephant isn’t too sure of himself. But once he meets some beautiful creatures who look just like him, Sooki
celebrates with a joyful “one-two-three-kick.” For over 50 years, parents and children have treasured this tale, with gorgeous art by Gustaf
Tenggren, the illustrator of The Poky Little Puppy. This ebook includes Read & Listen audio narration.
Sooki the little elephant, who has never seen another animal like himself, tries to improve his looks by getting rid of his sags, bags, wrinkles,
and creases. On board pages.
What did Santa leave for Baby? Let's go in and see . . . This sweet rhyming story from 1959, illustrated by Eloise Wilkin, shows the presents
that Santa brought for Baby's first Christmas--". . . a rocking horse, a bouncy swing, a shovel and a pail, a rubber duck, a little boat for Baby
dear to sail. . ." Babies will love to watch this adorable baby playing with his toys and enjoying his first Christmas!
A dog that has always wanted to go to sea realizes his dream.
Saggy Baggy Elephant searches for something he can do at the carnival on Carnival Day.
Scuffy is a little red tugboat intent on exploring the big world, and his travels are enhanced by four magical sounds: a happy toot, a sad toot, a
splishy splash, and the sound of Scuffy himself.
Little Tumbo is a Marshall Cavendish publication.
Pictures and describes such favorite things as trains, stars, dogs, boats, and friendly people.
Learning becomes fun with this book about the ecosystem and animals of the jungle! In Over in the Jungle: A rainforest baby animal counting
book, amazing artwork will inspire children in classrooms and at home to appreciate ecology, environment, and world around us! The perfect
jungle animal book, Over in the Jungle: A rainforest baby animal counting book introduces habitats for kids, and doubles as a fun, interactive,
counting book for kids. Young readers will sing, clap, and count their way among monkeys that hoot, ocelots that pounce, parrots that
squawk, and boas that squeeze! It won't take much to have your child joyfully hooting and squawking too. And the illustrations are
painstakingly all done in polymer clay and then photographed, giving a 3-D effect. They are truly remarkable, vividly conveying the abundant
energy of a rainforest, and will inspire many an art project. Plus there are several pages of extension ideas for curriculum and art projects as
well as resources on the web and elsewhere. Parents, teachers, gift givers, and many others will find: captivating illustrations of sculptures
fashioned from polymer clay. backmatter that includes further information about the jungle and the animals of that live in the rainforest Music
and song lyrics to "Over in the Jungle" sung to the tune "Over in the Meadow"! a book for young readers learning to count!
While the color kittens are trying to make green paint, their mixing leads to pink, orange, and purple.
Sooki the elephant, who has never seen another animal like himself, tries to shrink his saggy wrinkly skin.
Meant for “bigger things,” Scuffy the Tugboat sets off to explore the world. But on his daring adventure Scuffy realizes that home is where
he’d rather be, sailing in his bathtub. For over 50 years, parents and children have cherished this classic Little Golden Book.

Four favorite children's books from the 1940s and 50s are contained in this volume.
This adorable new series will charm babies and their parents. Can you find the little animal hiding in this book? Die-cut shapes
give glimpses that turn into something altogether different when you turn the page; what looks like an elephant's trunk turns out to
be a snake. Children will love the surprise element of turning the pages until at the last page, little elephant is finally revealed! This
series provides a great opportunity to sit down and share a moment of fun. This new series will stand alongside Usborne's many
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baby titles in our That's not my..., Baby's Very First and Peep Inside series. Unique artwork gives this latest series a fresh new
appeal.
The Saggy Baggy Elephant stars in his first Step into Reading book! Fans of Sooki, the Saggy Baggy Elephant, star of one of the
bestselling Little Golden Books of all time, will now be able to read about him all on their own! This Step 1 Step into Reading title
has been adapted from the original Little Golden Book story for early readers. Freshly illustrated in the style of the original book,
this sweet tale about Sooki and his jungle adventures is a perfect addition to the Step into Reading line. Step 1 Readers feature
big type and easy words for children who know the alphabet and are eager to begin reading. Rhyme and rhythmic text paired with
picture clues help children decode the story.
As the fire fighters at the firehouse maintain their equipment, do other chores, and fight a fire, the reader may learn the numbers
from one to ten.
A little elephant's worries about his wrinkles are solved.
One of the original 12 Little Golden Books, The Poky Little Puppy has sold nearly 15 million copies since 1942, making it one of
the most popular children’s books of all time. Now this curious little puppy is ready to win the hearts and minds of a new
generation of kids.
Nancy and Timmy spend a day at the beach with their family.
As the day comes to a close, various animals and a small child wind down their activities and go to sleep.
This charming story presents a new way for young children to understand how to creatively embrace who they are, no matter what
others think. Carla’s lunch box is filled with odd delights like the Olive, Pickle and Green Bean Sandwich, the Banana-CottageCheese Delight, and the unforgettable Chopped Liver, Potato Chips, and Cucumber Combo. To Carla, they are delicious and
creative lunches, but her teasing classmates are unconvinced and abandon her at the lunch table to eat her bizarre sandwiches
alone. One day, however, tables turn when Buster—the worst tease of all—forgets his lunch on the day of the picnic and Carla
thoughtfully offers him her extra sandwich. Her own spirited nature helps Carla teach her classmates that "unusual" can actually
be good. Lively illustrations help showcase the book's messages of acceptance, tolerance, individuality, and creativity, and the
funny plot and authentic dialogue are sure to make this tale a favorite among elementary school children. Carla's creative
sandwich solutions provide young chefs-to-be with the inspiration to create sandwich masterpieces of their own.
Not all princesses are made of sugar and spice--some are made of funnier, fiercer stuff Princess Amanita laughs in the face of
danger. Brakeless bicycles, pet scorpions, spiky plants--that's her thing. So when quiet Prince Florian gives her roses, Amanita is
unimpressed . . . until she sees their glorious thorns! Now she must have rose seeds of her own. But when huge, honking noses
grow instead, what is a princess with a taste for danger to do? For readers seeking a princess with pluck comes an independent
heroine who tackles obstacles with a bouquet of sniffling noses. At once lovely and delightfully absurd, here's a story to show how
elastic ideas of beauty and princesses can be.
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Panda Bear's ability to keep a secret helps to give his mother a happy surprise one special day.
Meet Ash and his Pokémon friend Pikachu.
In celebration of the 75th anniversary of Little Golden Books, this collection contains nine classics: "The Poky Little Puppy, The
Shy Little Kitten, Tawny Scrawny Lion, The Saggy Baggy Elephant, Tootle, The Little Red Hen, The Color Kittens, The Little Red
Caboose, " and "Scuffy the Tugboat." Full color.
Discover Endless Design Possibilities in Everything from Parks to Parking Lots! Create city-inspired quilts by piecing together
simple geometric shapes. Beginner-friendly project designs are inspired by modern urban architecture and landscapes. Learn how
to achieve dramatic looks with more effective use of color, value, and placement. Work with traditional blocks like Flying Geese
and Log Cabin in a new way. Turn your love of urban cityscapes into beautiful quilts. In this book, you'll discover the secrets of
minimalist design-how to find beauty in the basic elements of your environment. These projects deliver exciting, vivid results with
solid color fabrics.
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